When: June 1-4, 2014
Who: James A. Masterson Foundation (registered nonprofit) -Tim Masterson, Andrew Golato, Chris O’Sullivan
Where: New Jersey, contact for specific locations on each day (cosull02@villanova.edu | 610-731-9742)
What: Visit all 11 Lighthouses in New Jersey. Surf at spots along the way. Raise awareness for Waves for Water
and Smile Train. Travel in converted DHL delivery truck. We will travel from South to North. Campout/sleep
where we can. Sell Tshirts commemorating trip. Sell raffle tickets for custom surfboard built and used for trip.
All money from tickets and shirts will go fully to the Foundation to distribute to Waves for Water (make water
filters to distribute to places without clean water access) and Smile Train (performs cleft palate operations to
underprivileged children in developing nations). The shirts were designed by Chris and the surfboard was
designed/shaped/glassed by Andrew of East India Surf. Traveling in our camper we hope to not just raise funds
but more importantly raise awareness to these issues along the way. We will give the James A Masterson
Foundation exposure thereby increasing its reach and hopefully that reach will help it further its impact. The
whole trip is being documented on film. The documentary movie will feature interviews with lighthouse staff
and other people along the way, as well as surfing highlights from the trip.

Needs: Quad fin set for charity surfboard. Leash for surfboard. Food along the way. GoPro surfboard mount. Gas for van.
Money for the charity (donations explicitly prescribed toward charity will go 100% to the Foundation to purchase water
filters and perform operations). Gatorade/Powerade. Water. Sell raffle tickets. Sell tshirts. Promotion/advertisement of
our trip so we can sell tickets and tshirts. People to join us along the way sharing input, meals, surf, etc. People to
interview for documentary. Outstanding surfers for surf clips in documentary.

